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Who is COAR?
• Over 100 members and partners from 35 countries in 5 continents

• Universities, libraries, government agencies, open access organizations, not-for-profit organizations,       

  and platform developers

• Diverse perspectives that share a common vision

Contacts Us
http:// www.coar-repositories.org

Email: office@coar-repositories.org

Phone: + 49 551 39 22215 

Fax: + 49 551 39 5222

Facebook: COAReV 

Twitter: @COAR_eV

How to participate?
• Organizations can join COAR for €500 Euros per year (about $600 US)

• Join as a single, consortial, or special member or partner

• Download the membership application (https://www.coar-repositories.org/about/join/become-a-member)

Major Act ivit ies

International voice 

Raising the visibility of repository networks as key 

infrastructure for open science

Cultivating relationships

Supporting an international community of practice for repositories and 

open access

Building capacity

Advancing skills and competencies for repository and research data management

Alignment and interoperability 

Building a global knowledge commons through harmonization 

of standards and practices

Adopting value-added services

Promoting the use of web-friendly technologies and new functionalities for repositories

Working for a sustainable, global knowledge commons based on a network of open access digital repositories



What is Open Access/Open Science?

• Open access is free and immediate 

access to research publications 

• Open science is free and immediate 

access to data and other types of research 

outputs



 more discoveries

 more innovation

 better science

 better education

 economic development

 social improvements

Why Open Access / Open Science?



International 

Trends



Policy



Open Access Policies

Sherpa-Romeo – March 5, 2019



Latin America: Argentina, Mexico and Peru all have 

laws requiring open access to government funded 

research

Kathleen Shearer @ Open Access Science Journals Summit, October 22, 2018



Europe: Plan S
immediate open access by 2020 with no embargoes

“By 2020 scientific publications that result from research funded by public grants provided by 
participating national and European research councils and funding bodies, must be published in 

compliant Open Access Journals or on compliant Open Access Platforms.”



Plan S Signatories

• Austrian Science Fund 
• Academy of Finland 
• French National Research Agency 
• Science Foundation Ireland 
• National Institute for Nuclear Physics (Italy)
• National Research Fund (Luxembourg) 
• Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
• Research Council of Norway 
• National Science Centre Poland 
• Slovenian Research Agency 
• Swedish Research Council for Health, Working Life and Welfare
• Swedish Research Council for Sustainable Development
• UK Research and Innovation UKRI
• European Commission

Kathleen Shearer @ Open Access Science Journals Summit, October 22, 2018



Local vs. global



Science is global!



Climate change: “Between 2008 and 2014, more than 25 million people per 

year were uprooted because of rapid-onset disasters such as floods and 

storms.” (International Displacement Monitoring Center) 



But, science is also local!



Number of publications: 3,011 Years: 2004-2013

Image produced by Pitambar Gautam, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan
Word maps created using VosViewer, a  free software (Leiden University) , Vaby Eck & Waltman (2010)

Nepalese research outputs - with Major Clusters
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Commercial vs. 

Academy-owned



The access problem



Bid deals lock-ins

Slide from Stéphanie Gagnon, Université de Montréal Libraries (and thanks to Richard 
Dumont)



> 1.2 billion US



YES!



The flip? The European Strategy

Kathleen Shearer @ Open Access Science Journals Summit, October 22, 2018



Open access via Article Processing 
Charges?

Jisc 2016: Average APC cost was about £1745 (~$2400 US)
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The widespread dissemination of research outputs 
contributes to all 17 sustainable development goals

But our system for sharing and disseminating 
research must also be sustainable





Published on May 9, 2016



Beyond the journal





Unbundling the scholarly journal

5 functions of scholarly publishing:

1. Registration

2. Certification

3. Awareness

4. Archiving 

5. Rewarding



Innovations in scholarly publishing



Research data as a 
first class citizen



Data as first class research outputs

Kathleen Shearer @ Open Access Science Journals Summit, October 22, 2018



Addressing the 
Incentive System



The way we assess research contributions is too heavily dependent 
on publishing in the international journals



“The pressure to publish in "luxury" journals encourages 

researchers to cut corners and pursue trendy fields of science 

instead of doing more important work.” 

(Randy Schekman, University of California, Berkeley )



Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) 

General Recommendation
1. Do not use journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors, as a 
surrogate measure of the quality of individual research articles, to assess 
an individual scientist’s contributions, or in hiring, promotion, or funding 
decisions.





Supporting regional activities and international alignment



Thank you and 

questions



Examples of Regional Collaborations



Model for a regional discovery service



Members (Council).



Transfer interoperable platform

New 3.3 version

Reporting errors for IRs.

Simplified Administration.

LR version is the same as nodes.

It supports current and future guidelines.

Potential data harvester.

In Process: México, Panamá, 

Portugal 



LR Aggregation Model
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Repository Hosting in Japan



Implementation Rate of IRs in JAPAN 
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Almost all  national universities have their own IRs, 
while the implementation rate of  

other public/private universities hovers at 

20-30%
in 2012



Matters Surrounding IRs in Japan
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• Ministry of education and research in Japan mandated the 
digitalization of doctoral dissertations and their dissemination 
over the network.
– In 2013 when the above was stated, there still were about 200 

universities which does not have IRs.

• There are more than 700 HEs in Japan

• The universities which have already owned their IRs were also 
struggling with how to update and maintain the system in the 
sustainable manner.



JAIRO Cloud
• Background

– Limited resources and less technical knowledge hamper 
implementation of IR especially in small universities. 

– JAIRO Cloud provides a shared instance of IR system on the virtual 
server hosted by NII since April 2012. 

• Service Architecture

48



Number of Institutional Repository in Japan
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829 IRs 
■ by JAIRO Cloud: Pilot Operation
■ by JAIRO Cloud: Production Operation
■ by University On-premise System



NII and WACREN Collaboration



Data Curation Network: A shared 
Staffing Model for Data Curation



The Data Curation Network (DCN) addresses the challenge of scaling

domain-specific data curation services by collaboratively sharing

expert data curation staff across a network of partner institutions

and data repositories beyond what any single institution might offer

alone. The DCN will ensure that institutional repositories (IRs) and

non-profit data repositories can draw from a pool of expert data

curators for a wide variety of data types (e.g., GIS, tabular

spreadsheets, statistical survey, video and audio, software code, etc.)

and discipline-specific data sets (e.g., genomic sequence, chemical

spectra, qualitative survey, etc.) while also providing normalized

curation practices and professional development training.





Collaborative approach to research data management



Creating an integrated ecosystem

Kathleen Shearer @ Open Access Science 
Journals Summit, October 22, 2018



How can ASREN 

countries collaborate to 

help progress open 

science in the region?


